JOB POSTING
Sessional Lecturer

HIS222H1-F
African American History from 1865 to the Present

Est. enrolment: 90
Est. TA support: 300 hrs

This course examines the history of black people in the United States after the abolition of slavery. Major themes include the promise and tragedy of Reconstruction; gender and Jim Crow; race and respectability; migration, transnationalism, and 20th century black diasporas; black radical traditions and freedom movements; intersectionality and black feminisms; the drug war and mass incarceration; sexuality and the boundaries of blackness.

Schedule: Tuesday 16:00-18:00

Salary:
Sessional Lecturer I: $8,323.20
Sessional Lecturer I Long term: $8,531.28
Sessional Lecturer II: $8,739.36
Sessional Lecturer III: $8,947.44

Please note that should rates stipulated in the collective agreement vary from rates stated in this posting, the rates stated in the collective agreement shall prevail.

Dates of Appointment: September 1, 2019 – December 31, 2019

Duties: Course preparation, lecturing, marking, and supervision of TA(s) in accordance with the CUPE3902 Unit 1 Collective Agreement. There will be 24 hours of lectures in this course and one office hour per teaching week.

Qualification: Master of Arts in History or related field required, PhD in History preferred. Mastery of the subject area as related to the course description above required. Teaching experience at the university level required, demonstrated evidence of superior undergraduate teaching preferred. Previous experience in teaching a similar course is highly desirable.

Applications should be emailed to history.cupe3@utoronto.ca and must include:

- application form available at http://forms.hrlandequity.utoronto.ca/#employment
- CV
- teaching evaluations
- two letters of reference, sent directly from your referees, that address your teaching skills

Closing Date: July 22, 2019

Note:
1. This job is posted in accordance with the CUPE 3902 Unit 3 Collective Agreement.
2. Undergraduate or graduate students and postdoctoral fellows of the University of Toronto are covered by the CUPE 3902 Unit 1 collective agreement rather than the Unit 3 collective agreement, and should not apply for positions posted under the Unit 3 collective agreement.
3. This posting is tentative, pending final course determinations and enrolments.
4. Preference in hiring is given to qualified individuals advanced to the rank of Sessional Lecturer II or Sessional Lecturer III in accordance with Article 14:12